Join Visa and you will ...

MAKE AN IMPACT

INVEST IN YOUR CAREER GROWTH

JOIN AN INCLUSIVE CULTURE

- We have two Visa University campuses and access to 25,000+ digital resources and training
- We offer $5,250 annual education reimbursement*
- We have a culture where everyone is accepted everywhere

18K+ employees located in 102 offices worldwide

We connect consumers, businesses, banks and governments in 200+ countries and territories across the globe

Visa has matched over $4.6 million in employee giving to 3,200 causes

Visa powers 3.4 billion Visa cards worldwide

We’re committed to extending financial access to 500 million unbanked people

Visa prevents approximately $25 billion in fraud using artificial intelligence

Total Visa volume surpassed a record $11 trillion, driven by 192.1 billion total transactions, or an average of 500 million transactions every single day**

YOU + VISA = Everywhere You Want To Be

* US benefit only to be localized
** Daily average based on total Visa transactions (cash and payments) for FY18